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1 Implementation details

Evaluation. As shown in Fig. 1, the output mesh by some TSDF-based (trun-
cated signed distance function) methods [7, 13] is double-layered while the GT
mesh is single-layered. Thus, it is not fair if using the original double-layered
mesh to perform evaluations directly. Thus, for the double-layered mesh, we re-
move the back layer according to the visibility of triangle faces from cameras.
In other words, if a triangle face is not visible to all cameras, this face will be
removed. Another situation is that some areas in the predicted mesh by some
methods, such as [7, 15], are out of the scope of the ground truth (GT) mesh as
illustrated in the main paper. These areas in the predicted mesh should also be
removed to guarantee fair comparisons.

To address these issues, we remove faces in the areas in a (predicted) mesh
that are not observed in its corresponding GT mesh or not visible to all cameras.
Specifically, we clean the mesh following the steps below: (1) we first remove the
faces that cannot be observed by any input view; (2) then we filter faces at empty
regions of GT mesh by 2D masks, which are rendered from GT mesh for each
input view. For each mask pixel, if there is no projection from the GT mesh for
its incompleteness, the corresponding value is false, otherwise the value is true.

Double-layered mesh Single-layered mesh

Fig. 1. Visualization of double-layered mesh and single-layered mesh.
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Training. Sphere initialization [2] is applied to the SDF (signed distance func-
tion) network. But different from [15] where the SDF values of the outer and
inner region of the sphere are initialized with positive and negative values respec-
tively, we reverse the signs, i.e., the SDF values inside the sphere are positive.
This is because for cameras capturing indoor scenes [4] they usually look from
inside out, while for those capturing small objects [1] they usually look from out-
side in. Besides, the weights of color loss λc, prior loss λp and Eikonal loss λeik

used in the training process are 1.0, 1.0, and 0.1 respectively. And the robust
threshold ϵ in patch match is 0.66, following OpenMVS [8].

Patch match. We follow OpenMVS [8] using a patch size of 11×11 with a step
size 2 for patch-match in all our experiments. Because captured scenes in Scan-
Net are usually texture-less with small baselines and large image noises, it is hard
to use conventional stereo pair selection strategies [11, 10, 6], to select neighbor
views for all input images. Thus, for simplicity, we instead choose 6 adjacent
views as neighbor referencing views. For the data of indoor scenes with sparse
images instead of videos, such as Hypersim [9], we follow [8] to choose neighbor
views. Besides, in our pre-experiments, we find patch-match is not robust to im-
age noises at texture-less regions, where the numerator and denominator of Eq.
5 in the main paper can be both very small. To this end, we add a small value
at the numerator, which can guarantee a more robust calculation of NCC at
texture-less areas therefore the normal priors at such areas will not be wrongly
removed.

Normal network. For fair evaluations, we first divide the Scannet dataset into
training split with 1180 scenes and testing split with 433 scenes. Then, we re-
train the normal network [5] on our training split instead of using the officially
pre-trained model provided by [5]. The two splits have no overlapping scenes
and all scenes we used are in the testing split. Note that a real physical scene
often has multiple corresponding video sequences in the ScanNet dataset which
were captured in different camera trajectories. Thus, in our experiments, all the
sequences related to the scenes we used are also divided into the testing split.

2 Limitations

NeuRIS may fail in the scenes with low lighting conditions, where the struc-
tural information cannot be well reflected in the captured images. Besides, we
also notice that the normal estimations may be not correct when the camera
observation angle is tilted greatly or there is a picture on the wall. If many input
views are captured under such conditions, our method may not produce satisfac-
tory geometry or contain artifacts. Leveraging multi-view information of input
images instead of monocular input may help to get better normal estimations
[3] and further help to produce better geometry in our optimization framework,
which is out of the scope of this paper and can be explored as a future direction.
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3 Evaluation metrics

Table 1 defines the the 3D geometry metrics and 2D depth metrics used for eval-
uations. In general, F-score is considered as the most proper metric to evaluate
the quality of 3D geometry [13], which contains the information of both accuracy
and completeness.

2D 3D

Metric Definition Metric Definition

Abs Rel 1
n

∑
|do − dg|/dg Accuracy meanpo∈Po

(minpg∈Pg
||po − pg||)

Sq Rel 1
n

∑
|do − dg|2/dg Comp. meanpg∈Pg

(minpo∈Po
||po − pg||)

RMSE
√

1
n

∑
|do − dg|2 Prec. meanpo∈Po

(minpg∈Pg
||po − pg|| < 0.05)

RMSE log
√

1
n

∑
| log(do) − log(dg)|2 Recall meanpg∈Pg

(minpo∈Po
||po − pg|| < 0.05)

δ < 1.25 1
n

∑
(max(

do
dg

,
dg
do

) < 1.25) F-score 2×Prec.×Recall
Prec.+Recall

Table 1. Evaluation metrics used in our paper. n is the number of pixels with valid
depth in ground truth (GT) depth map. do and dg are the predicted and GT depths,
respectively. po and pg are the vertices in predicted mesh Po and GT mesh Pg respec-
tively.

4 More evaluation results

Evaluation baseline NeRF. For the baseline NeRF, we use the implementa-
tion in NeuS. And we use the density level set 20 to extract surfaces, which
can produce best geometries with smallest reconstruction errors in our pre-
experiments as shown in Table 2. Fig. 2 shows the extracted geometries of one
scene with different threshold.

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation results between the GT mesh and the extracted
surfaces from NeRF with different thresholds over 8 scenes.

Threshold Accu. ↓ Comp.↓ Prec.↑ Recall↑ F-score↑
0 0.337 0.418 0.041 0.038 0.038
10 0.121 0.082 0.347 0.457 0.390
20 0.127 0.080 0.404 0.512 0.436
30 0.147 0.093 0.412 0.493 0.424
40 0.169 0.114 0.409 0.440 0.387
50 0.196 0.139 0.409 0.381 0.348
75 0.255 0.236 0.422 0.253 0.259
100 0.280 0.349 0.448 0.162 0.187

2D depth evaluation. We additionally report the evaluation results using 2D
metrics on depth maps here. Note that some methods [7, 13, 15, 17] as well as
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Fig. 2. Visualization of extracted surfaces from NeRF results of one scene with different
threshold values.

ours do not generate depth maps explicitly. For these methods we render depth
maps of each input view from their output meshes. As shown in Table 3, our
method can surpass almost all existing methods, except for DeepV2D whose
depth maps are re-scaled according to GT depth maps. If no scaling strategy
is adopted (i.e., ‘DeepV2D-no scale’ in Table 3), our method is significantly
better. For NerfingMVS [16], it failed on most (5/8) room-scale scenes in our pre-
experiments and it only showed the results of reconstructing local room regions
in its original paper. Thus, we only report the averaged scores on succeeded
scenes here. (Note that our results here are for room-scale reconstructions while
the results in the original paper of NerfingMVS [16] is for a local region in rooms,
which cannot be compared directly.)

Table 3. Quantitative evaluation on ScanNet using 2D depth metrics over 8 room-
scale scenes. For NerfingMVS, the scores are averaged on 3 scenes because it failed on
other 5 scenes.

Method Abs Rel↓ Sq Rel↓ RMSE↓ RMSE log↓ δ < 1.25 ↑
COLMAP[10] 0.155 0.168 0.515 0.576 0.796

NeuralRecon[13] 0.108 0.146 0.469 0.620 0.901
Atlas[7] 0.079 0.090 0.297 0.293 0.927

DeepV2D[14] 0.065 0.021 0.173 0.094 0.959
DeepV2D-no scale 0.160 0.071 0.299 0.176 0.774
NerfingMVS[16] 0.079 0.050 0.266 0.192 0.935

NeuS[15] 0.154 0.124 0.419 0.372 0.784
Ours 0.045 0.022 0.169 0.102 0.962

Generalizability. We evaluate NeuRIS on two other indoor datasets to test the
generalizability on large-scale indoor scenes: Hypersim [9] and Replica [12]. As
shown in Fig. 3, our method generalizes well to unseen datasets and outperforms
the baseline NeuS[15].
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Fig. 3. Evaluation on Hypersim (the first row) and Replica (the second row) datasets.
The left part shows the top view of the whole rooms while the right part shows the
zoom-in view of the marked areas.

More qualitative results on ScanNet. Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show more
qualitative results of geometry, novel view synthesis and normal predictions, re-
spectively. Our method can produce much more complete and precise geometry,
images with higher quality and better normal predictions.

GT NeuralRecon Ours

Fig. 4. More qualitative geometry comparisons. The three columns show the GT mesh,
reconstructed mesh by NeuralRecon[13], and reconstructed mesh by our method, re-
spectively.
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NeRF Ours GTNeuS

Fig. 5. More novel view synthesis results.

Normal evaluation

Reference Ours GTTiltedSN

Fig. 6. More qualitative normal comparisons.
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